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Felice fawn age

You caught me! Labels: anoreism, blonde, bulimia, eating disorders, felice fawn, felice lilith fawn, lauren cook, lauren emma cook, overweight, teenager, young This is a sub-blog, there are two moderators added to the account. I have not been able to customize the blog for months ... it just won't give me an option to. Also I'm not allowed
to see my queue. Does anyone know how I can fix these problems? Otherwise Im thinking of remaking/moving this blog. Thank! e-lamee: lol-doll: liceydeers: adambadz: szerelmem♥ video of Felice watching herself on her laptop screen while smoking and touching her hair, just what does the world need YESSSIs she pretends to DJ?
Without fail, we are not fooled :D He's pretending to be happy. Almmm almmies Christ. (via e-lamee-blog) the-truth-about-felice-fawn: This picture makes me laugh a lot. It will never stop being funny to me that Lauren, whenever she is frankly photographed really gets away from her beloved chair, dresses like the most basic girl alive and
has nary a piece of mall-gothicry to be had. I really think she's just doing the whole black lipstick and scantily-clad nu-goth thing in front of her webcam for Tumblr. On the rare occasion that she's out and a candid photo makes her way to one of her friends' profiles, she's always dressed like this. Like a normal girl. Basic to the core. Lulz's
bonus for Rich's face. Oh, and I spied on the bottle of wine. Guess the whole quit drinking for now the claim is only temporary. Or never happened. Yes, that's what I'm thinking. Edit the little guy's face because he doesn't need to be associated with this failure much. (Source: the-truth-about-felice-fawn-blog, via) felicefawwn:FUCK
FREELICEIrony springs to mind when I think of the photo of a girl sticking her middle finger up at Felice Fawn's SUPERSUPER magazine cover... and how Felice (wrongly) mocked the girl just because she didn't have thin sticky fingers. (via lauryndawn-deactivated20140103) opinionsaredangerous:Some days I feel like a poet, a writer, a
singer, or a dancer. I want to write sonnets and novels about how much I love to live. I wanted to sing songs that praised how sunlight felt on my face. I wanted to jump until my legs couldn't stand it anymore and I had to fall into a pile. I want to roll over in... Trigger warning(?) But this touched me. Not what I expected to find on an old truth
blog. Oh, my God. idrathernotphotoshoppoppet:phallus-phawn:If you haven't thought Felice is a idiot: here you goFucking whatNext granted (via) Unknown person asks: Do you think is that really remodeling her home? What happened to her sleeping on Maja's couch? Since when do you own a house and actually have the cash to
completely remodel it? I don't understand.truthtellingtime-deactivated201: Proper remodeling is quite expensive if you only do one room. I didn't know she owned a house, but you never knew. She said once that she was very selective about what she revealed online and that meant we would probably never quite know everything about
her. I think, if she has cash to remodel, it makes things like her scam seem worse and it makes her wish list food look like her after sympathy. If she has money to remodel, she has money to reimburse people and buy her own food. Redecorating can be done cheaply though, so maybe that's what she's doing. Unknown people ask: Will
you scam people with online stores if you have the opportunity? Will you deceive people by photoshopping your smaller body or removing/strengthening your scars? Can you tell a person how cowardly suicide they are for deicing to live instead of ending it all? Will you make whiteknight blogs for yourself, pretending to be someone else,
just to stick to a group of people highlighting all your scams and lies? I imagine you will since you defend Felice so thoroughly.lauryndawn-deactivated20140103: felice is really skinny in real life and when people on tumblr try to post unphotoshopped pictures of her, she looks the same! except perhaps her line of laughter. Go see her video,
she still looks gorgeous. she didn't trick people and if she made a mistake with that order it was just a mistake and 98 percent of her costumers received what they ordered. even proffesional companies mess up sometimes. you guys are just always looking for something to jump on her. Felice doesn't scam people? Wrong. Click here for
evidence of the most recent time. I also need to put up deumos scams, and the fact that she does not currently respond to EvilTrinity clients? Yes, professional companies DO fuck up, but guess what, they actually reply to customers' emails. They actually tell customers what's going on. Furthermore professional companies put up REAL
images of their stock, and if they don't, it's because they've been established and trusted. They don't then send shitty, bad-made versions of clothes that they claim to be sold. See here for further explanation. The point that Felice photoshopps shit out of her, is that she lies about it. She is giving an un realistic image to her lovely,
underage, impressive fan base. I would argue that you're just blind, ignorant and quite foolish arguing about Felice's case because of your desire to get excessive attention. Congrats, you are one step closer to being like your idol. fucknofel:whoistherealfelicefawn:whismical:tsk tsk tsk... steal someone's poem, reposting it, and not even
giving Credit... tsk tsk tsk. In addition to the typical Felice Fawn behavior. Of course she couldn't just reblog the original post. (Source: whismic, via fucknofel) 080022771:Im extremely disappointed at quality yolandi my tee ... It came today and is definitely not worth the £21 I paid for it. Im Pissed. THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NOTHING LIKE
THE PICTURE. Reblog to save time and money for others. (Source: l0wly) felshoops:Ghostly Chic sells a Memento Mori tank:But Felice has owned a month (/year?) before, exactly sameIsn't that strangeThe GC top sells out almost immediately so I guess only one khoIf you buy Ghostly Chic you can actually be buying some of his old
clothes (via) e-lamee: YikesI really wanted a dream catcher for my grandfather. ._. This is why we can't have good things. Dream catchers are really beautiful, but unless you're indigenous, and currently in practice, I think it can be seen as appropriation and therefore offensive. This blog was really helpful to me: this was meant to mean,
just notice, as I wish I had been before. (Source: e-lamee-blog) visitmeinw0nderland asks: People don't just stop anorexia, obviously Felice is still very sick, eating disorders don't just disappear the second person eats a lauryndawn-deactivated sandwich20140103:Don't you read his blog? She says she's recovering. There is a big
difference between recovery and recovery. In the words of your queen, educate yourself. For all the complications and problems from the past, my mother was the most thoughtful, kindest, gentlest woman I have ever known. I woke up this morning to a parcel on my doorstep with her handwriting scrawled through it, and inside was a fluffy
winter knitted scarf, which melted faintly of the fragrance of my old house. I think she's the only one who has not given up on me since I 'broke up' with my father 9 months ago, and has been patient with the bizarre form of crippling social anxiety it triggered, making me incapable of even talking to her, one person left. She turned up on my
doorstep last month, anxious after my prolonged disappearance and silence, but, I still can't bring myself to even email her, and I want me to understand why. I'm quite literally afraid to be in contact with anyone associated with my father in any way, shape or form, to the extent that even my mother came to my door on a late occasion
causing a panic attack. (I have never struggled with anxiety attacks or panic attacks in the past besides those related to my ED.) Or maybe I'm so afraid of being abandoned that I subconsciously can't risk its injury happening again, so I innly avoid anything that might cause a repeat experience. The following feel more likely and make a lot
more sense, because even on contact Old friends have been heartbroken. Hell, what the hell is this? For both ways, my mother was amazing. My 'farewell' to my fatherFelice you are a classic case for Electra Complex! Page 21. 21. remove/hide credit from people you reblog from. It's a clear and deliberate move on your part so as not to
put a source or credit to where you pull the image from. Why does it bother you or kill you to return some piece of credit to anyone? Then again, you stole pictures and artwork and put them on shitty-ass shirts. Bags of scum.2. I get tired of using Greek letters to spruce up your dull-ass name. For example, ҒƩŁϮϾƩ ХИ ₳ the letter E-
search? It's a sigma in the Greek alphabet. It's the letter S. Not that this is a serious problem, it's just fucking ANNOYING for me to constantly see you use it incorrectly because I AM GREEK (half) and I studied modern and ancient Greece. It is SO ANNOYING LIKE LKKJDJSDEIWEWPIEOI #@#*@)#*@@@@@@#*.*. I JUST WANT TO
READ IT AS IT REALLY IS. Put your pants on. Are you 24 or something? Maybe 30 because you lie about everything anyway, who knows. Anyway, wear some abandoned pants. You tricked enough people and stole their money, you mean tell me you can't even afford a pair of pants? What kind of backward logic is that? What are you
spending that money for? Alcohol, tobacco and shoes?4. Oh how I envy your pitiful life sitting on your non-existent ass, blogging on tumblr, twitter, facebook all day, editing your stupid pictures to extreme proportions as well as drinking and smoking all day. With that being said, I can only imagine how hard your life must be without that
slab. In fact, not having a tablet is so hard it's equivalent to putting a gun to your head, right? Have... My problem and worries about my education is a walk in the park for you. No bitch, the rest of the world has bigger things to worry about than your dumbass missing a tablet because you're too lazy to get a job somewhere.and that my
friends, is what grinds my gears. Page 3Name: Felice Lilith Fawn Education: Self- Teaching; have also read at least 1.5 books by Richard DawsonExperience: - Professional Fire Spinner 2005 - 2006- Tattoo Artist, 2006 - 2007, (Note: Unfortunate Portfolio Not Available to Watch)- Satanist Atheism, 2007- Current- Inspirational Symbols in
Anorexia, Meth Addiction and Paternity Recovery, Tumblr, 2008 - Currently 2008 - Currently, berlusconi or Donald Trump's achievements as business savvy &amp; the ability to use social media presence to fund a part-lifestyle- Professional photographer, Felice Fawn Photography, 2008 - Present (average output of about 2.3 shoots per
year)- Professional Model , 2008 - 2012, (Retired &amp; resigned as representative to focus on recovery; however, since then has been modeled regularly but only if I am in charge of the editing process to ensure a professional final product)- I'm also a) Professional Retoucher, 2008 – Currently, I absolutely have tons of clients but
unfortunately I'm not free to name them or share any work I've done for them in my portfolio- Professional artists in different media, Whole Life , has such influence to inspire some copycats, in some cases even celebrity photography model after my art- CEO, Deumos 2011 - 2011- Curator, Various Art Tumblrs, 2012- Curator of music,
Tumblr, 2012 - Present (will not tell you the names of the tracks I have curated , as I have worked very hard to find these on the internet and I am the one who deserves credit for them)- Music artist, Tumblr, 2012- 2012 (unfortunately had to retire when my altered altered altered me)- Face of Brand, Drop Dead Clothes, 2012- Spokesmodel
(and nothing else anyone tells you) , Ghostly Chic, 2013- Preferred (and unique) Model, Spokesperson, &amp; Group Director, Evil Trinity, 2013 - PresentOther credentials:- Almost Olympic Level Gymnast- Winner of several art awards from peers , Furcadia- Expert level in Adobe Photoshop, Adobe After Effects, Instagram- Teenage Illicit
Substances Distributor- Recovering Mute- Amazon, eBay & WebMD Super User- Canine Consultant in Law Enforcement Riot Control DivisionFurther statistics:- Twitter followers: 50 000- Tumblr followers: 88 000- Facebook followers: 150 000- BMI: 13(Note: While not having a driver's license myself because my father , I have a driver to
get me everywhere &amp; who are at my beck and calling.) (from totheteahouse) 4T page I think some people may be extremely rude about Felice, but most freelice blogs are reasonable. I think they've got this reputation because they have to fight for everything, they have to argue their position and deal with a lot of shit. They give facts
and evidence and people degrade their opinions to nothing and degrade them with insults. I know everyone likes polite, but sometimes it doesn't get you anything. I've tried to talk to people directly and politely, but I get some seriously rude answers sometimes – some of which have been posted publicly on other blogs if anyone is
interested to look at, but I won't reveal anyone's name. Even simple requests and honest questions have been met with threats, insults and general guilt. I can't blame the rest of Freelice for having more backbone than me and actually standing up for myself. A lot of people number they have to deal with more than me and I'm not surprised
that it grates on them. It is not a toxic community at all. It's a bunch of people who got sick of lying, scamming and bad behavior and doing their best to expose it. A lot of them are excellent at researching and delivering with a lot of interesting information. They are great with what they do. They source their information and expose any and
they do it so quickly that it's almost superhuman. Most of them have good intentions with their blog – the intention that they have outlined countless times, only to be ignored and called names. Since I became a part of it, I've actually had nothing but support from them. Just because beautiful messages don't always be published doesn't
mean they don't exist. I had lovely messages from members of the freelice community when I was confused about something, needed help or just a little support. I honestly believe that, although there are some obvious exceptions, the majority of freelice is well-hearted. I also feel like many of them would be happy to review any of their
posts that you have a problem with if you talk directly to them. Page 5T I won't post a comparison photo. You all know the pictures I mean when I say there are some other not pictured here where she has insisted on self-harming her wounds, or making them completely. But compared to the photos that show them, let's look at these
photos. Look at the same arm. See which one's near the other one? Not? Didn't. You can have sex with Lauren. Fuck off using something a lot of people struggle with for cool spots. Makes me sick. I've been struggling with this. I will always struggle with this, it's ins deepest into me. How dare you use it for your own personal benefit, to feel
deeply, to feel tragic, to feel like you suffer the most. Hold on tight. We all suffer. I'm sick of this, I'm tired of her lying, cheating, pretending, manipulating, uncomfortable. Nope you can not use a legitimate problem to continue yourself. You can't deliberately activate others to feel good about yourself. I don't care how sick you are, this isn't
okay. It is not excusable. That goes to Felice/Lauren and all the others so fucking thoughtless they think it's cool and okay to play this shit over and over. I'm not 12. You're 24 years old. Let's get started. A. Damn it. Grip.Yo, everyone else in the world: Felice Fawn photoshops on fake self-harming wounds and photoshop people who
actually look worse than they are so she can use your sympathy for personal benefit, so she can feel good about herself while you feel shitty, to activate others so she can feel superior. It was all a horrible performance, and it was bad, just stop buying tickets. Page 6M a popular statement spewed by Felice.The sentiment is in someways
right, but have you noticed how it only ever applied to discredit 'hater'? It's in a sense saying: 'If you think about me, or spend anytime texting me: Then I'm better than you, because I have control over you. You're not an individual - you're just another audience member. What your thoughts and feelings do effect me, because the act of
caring about me in anyway invalidates your thoughts and feelings.'This doesn't just apply to 'haters'. Anyone who has contacted Fawn to praise her, or to seek advice is also a victim of this thought train. This is not a shield. This isn't really taking the piss out of haters. THIS training of thought just dehumanizes anyone who is stupid enough
to try, and talk to Fawn. It doesn't matter how genuine you are- Fawn just sees you as obsessed with her. Nothing else. Do you want to know what really works when dealing with hate? Don't respond to arrogance, or better yet: don't respond at all. Every time you answer a hateful message- it's not that you have more power than they do,
it's that they have more power than you. You reply to their messages nastily just like they want you to. You danced for them. They have power. However if you get hated, and have access to debate their views without having to resort to a pissing contest [call them 'obsessive' etc] then by all means rip the fucker a new one. Just don't resort
to something that dehumanizes EVERYONE when dealing with hate. We're all better able than that. Page 7withdrawnfawn:IM STREET GUYS. I wear pumas! I go to illegal raves! (although I recently said that I have not gone with them since I was a teenager) I heard old school rap! (What, busta rhymes are not old school?) Im so ghetto
goth omg lol bewildered. I get searched by the police ALL THE TIME. I LIKE GUNS. I WANT A GUN. Without bullets tho obvs ^_^ I swear Im not a privilaged white daddy girl from camebridge. The day reached ting. Ya get me fam - Felice the badmanAnd we need to remind you which half YOU'RE FROM? She can't get any whiteer, it's so
funny seeing you try to be all gritty and urban. Felice you're white and you live in MILDENHALL.1) Why is it necessary to state it's an illegal rave, what other kind is there? IDGI. Oh wait, I do, Felice is one of those kids desperate to look cool at school. Shout about things to get a response. OMG I just liked did an illegal drug line.... HEY
EVERYONE I'M DOING ILLEGAL SHIT HERE?!?!?!. ............ Nope, noone cares.2) Waka Flocka and Busta Rhymes look nothing alike?? I wonder why she put them together there..... 3) Shut up you're embarrassed, I'm ashamed for you. (via milafawnkawaiielfgoddessangelic) On page 8Six last month, my 14-year-old daughter dyed her
natural blonde hair dark and started dressing in all black. She became surly and secretive, but remembering my own rebellious goth period back in the 80s, I let her explore Her newity without comment, until her sister, 12, came to me with a disturbing story. My beautiful daughter restrained herself, skipped school lunches and hid food for
dinner. She was upset because she was binging, and and scratching yourself with sharp objects to punish yourself for eating. She asked my youngest daughter to help her stop eating and tried to enlist her to take food out of her at night, when she was prone to binge eating. According to my youngest child, a binge is a sandwich and chips
or a few bowls of cereal, a normal amount of food, in other words. When I confronted my youngest person about this, she called my young daughter a tattle-fat tale and has been shunning us both ever since. I found out about Felice Fawn's influence when my daughter asked for a $48 tank top with a Satanic verse printed on it for her
birthday. It was from a company called Evil Trinity, and the owner was a disturbingly skinny woman with scars on her arm that reflected my daughter's scratches. I could see Felice Fawn's echoes in my daughter's hair style, and makeup, and in the way she dressed. I followed the breadcrumbs back and found this Felice Fawn's Tumblr
blog. I was horrified, to say the least. But when I searched the Tumblr card, bracing myself for more disgusting blood and gore pictures and pictures of this woman flaunting her appeous thinness and her psychosis, I found Freelicers instead. This round of bloggers has always been there, providing support, providing help and advice, and
most importantly, staging the truth about this woman where it can't help but be seen. I felt a tremendous weight taken out of my heart when I found freelicers. Even if my daughter is too strong to listen to her boring old mother, every time she searches Tumblr for thinspo of her idol, she can't help but come to face the terrible things this
woman did, and kept doing, to harm her fans. Felice Fawn is a venomous snake, but Freelicers are the antidigé. It hurts, knowing my daughter worships someone who is so obviously self-destructive, and trying to take as many of her fans down with her. My daughter is a smart and beautiful young woman who is going through a worrying
time in her life, but I know she will need love and support when she snaps out of Felice Fawn's spell, and I have for her. Who knows, maybe one day we'll swap pictures of us, sullen teenagers in black lipstick and John Lennon sunglasses, eat a cupcake, or a whole dozen of them, and laugh about this. Thank you, Freelicers! Sent by
'Tess'. Page 9imsofreelice:From withdrawnfawn2: Please provide evidence of your claim on the following: people like cleverfreelice who challenge Freelicers always get shouted down and bloggers like positivefreelice get sent anonymous hate. I respect the 2016 2016 article freelicers who are really open and calm about the criticism or
suspicion directed at them. For example, liceydeers. Don't say I love everything she posts, but I can appreciate it Her response is sincere and even if people are really rude, she doesn't get het up in defense mode. I didn't say ALL Freelicers behaved the way I was talking about and geez you're a lucky person to never see such ugly
behavior on your dash. Current favorite example: felolenenok (don't tell me he/she didn't foam at the mouth here)The 3rd person is true-about-felice-fawnAlso, take a look at these that I pointed out: //imsofreelice.tumblr.com/post/69163046883/the-real-personality-of-the-truth-about-felice-fawn-and{edit: by the way, I don't even need to look
too hard, I found these reblogged/posted on ONE freelicer blog}Is this serious? :/I would agree with others and say you came across as very patronising and incredibly superiorist (is even a word) by flooding the cards with pretty humble views (if I remember correctly) about how you thought freelice should and shouldn't run. You seem
completely ignored that this is not some big club, this is not a union that all follow the same system, we are just a collection of bloggers who post in #freelice. You say: I didn't say ALL Freelicers behaved the way I was talking about and geez you're a lucky person to never see such ugly behavior on your dash. No you may not have, but you
certainly didn't direct it to anyone, or even a collection of people, specifically. And just when people are taking the fact that you did this personally for your own truth/freelice blog, are you really back on track and going oh well I don't mean THAT. Now put the fact that you did it into perspective, I can understand 'felolenenok's foam in the
mouth reacts, as you call it (although I'm not saying I justify it). You've repeatedly written very humble posts that seem once everyone together (it's not aimed at anyone/specific things, so go through generic) as if we did all do something wrong. Her comment: Stop fucking talking like anyone other than me calling you out on your bullshit
from what I can say is her exasperation that you've applied comments that seem to be just for her, for the whole truthblog/freelice movement. Your second point demonising 'Felicewho' &amp; 'whoistherealfelicefawn'... Just not? You say: Felice who? may have ignored the anon or just replied 'lol'. There are many ways to flip out an
annoying person online. You have, in all seriousness, told me that 'whoistherealfelicefawn' is shouting down (in your own words) that anon by reply some totally random, silly gifs? Its voldomort as a belly-dancer. Like c'mon. And 'Felicewho' told anon to shut up? Its one a one who was pretty rude to say the least. Why do they owe
politeness and kindness to an anonymous person who does not even try to engage in mature conversation??? PLEASE enlighten me. Moreover, your point doesn't seem to be adding up as you're calling the terrible girl for being a little snarky towards a rude anon, when in the final statement from you, you say There are many ways to flip
out an annoying person online... they just flipped out their anon... You don't mean anything in that section, too. Your last point to an extent I can understand how one can get this impression. Despite being someone who has witnessed only a little discomfort and attention of Rebecca looking behaviour – I can say that coming up with any
number of clear, concise and reasonable counter-claims gets you nowhere, and often just ignores. Let me, though, point out a huge hypocrisy with your opinion. You said: Wow, guys move nice. I'm sure you feel SO GOOD about yourself on this one. It's great to see you dealing with criticism and objections that are mature and not bullying
online. You are criticizing freelicers/truthbloggers for not handling criticism/mature opposition comments/without what you call cyber-bullying, but you do this by being incredibly sarcastic and patronic... last time I checked patronising, or used sarcasm is not mature way to go about outlining someone's mistakes. They could also come under
what is considered cyber bullying (conquest, domineering, torment, etc.) if one was as pedantic as you were. I'm sorry but I tried very hard to take you seriously, and to fully understand and listen to the point you tried to get over. But I think I'm done. You are on the same level as you consider many of the people you are criticizing. Page
10This is my first ever opinion about Felice Fawn after looking at her blog and a lot of Freelice blogs in the last 4-6 months so here goes. #longtimelurkerIt's fun when she manipulates her scars. Make them fresher, change their positions, or edit them out altogether. Why? Most likely, she is trying to market to the majority of her fans as
impressive teenage girls, no doubt most of them also have a disorder and look to Felice as a spokesperson and model for something very damaging. However, why continue to manipulate yourself like that? Maybe she likes them there, maybe it's a form of self-harm that she doesn't need to physically do. She is modifying herself to achieve



a desirable look in her photo, which is good to me, but to deliberately add self-harm scars is what bothers me. To her fans without knowing how catastrophic it is to spiral into a world of illness, depression, anxiety and eating disorders, they see her as a precious it's been stepped on by the ruthlessness of her life (her father, the NHS, her
ex etc.) and so they develop a mother complex and want to take care of her, support her, love her and admire her for her bravery to continue. To her fans that know this world all too well; it is simply their inspiration to continue this illness, to aspire to be her, to look as glamorous as she is, to be as famous or loved as she is. Fans see her
as a reason to stay ill. Stay sick, do not recover, reblog his picture. That's the message she sends to her fans who need help the most. She lied about the recovery so she could blanket what she actually did. Felice Fawn has an almost sociopathic personality and both she and her fans need help for their illness/intelligence. These eating
disorder cards are the worst. Tumblr is still young and people as young as 8 are on the blog. Age restrictions don't work. Children lie about their age. They will see where their content is and be lured into a world of eating disorders. It's too disastrous. Tumblr employees need to step up and properly have a grip of damaging
tags/topics/blogs. Page 11cakeandsodamy:I find it increasingly moronic and slightly more fun every time someone posts in freelice cards. The girl forgot to post a few parcels. She is a terrible person and now we have to expose her to the monster she really is.. Do you really not have anything better to do than to hunt down her old pictures
or complain about her photoshop? Do you feel better about yourself being offended on behalf of a small minority? Isn't it true that only less direct people should be angry? Or maybe it's because a few of you used her image as thinspo and now blame her because you went looking for it in the first place. He was obsessed with her and now
links her as the face of your disease. I don't even think I need to detail how ridiculous it is. She doesn't need to be a role model for anyone. She doesn't need to censor her images in accordance with the kind of normality that you are pushing towards. She made a mistake, she's a human being. This witch hunt was a terrifying performance
by the victim and targeted a person with known mental health problems. I hope you feel very proud of yourself and continue to demonstrate to the rest of your anti-felice fan base just how mature and raised you are because really, in the big show of things.. You may be more obsessed with her than anyone else. I find it increasingly
moronic and slightly more hilarious every time someone posts in the fawn tag felice. The girl is a scammer who continues to steal from her own followers and get rid of it. She is a terrible person and now we must expose her to the monster she really is. Do you really not have anything better to do than stare at and reblog photoshopped her
pictures complaints about Freelice? Do you feel better about yourself being offended on behalf of a girl who doesn't care about you? Isn't it true that the word about her repeated scams is spreading to more people in her audience aware that she is a criminal who continues to commit crimes? Or maybe it's because you used her image as
thinspo and now want to protect her because you went looking for it in the first place. He was obsessed with her and now links her as the face of your disease. I don't even think I need to detail how incredibly sad it is. No one has ever said that she should be a role model for anyone, but the fact of the matter is, Ms. IS is considered a role
model for many. Considered a role model with a certain level of responsibility. Photoshopping and cutting grinding in PS over and over again is not a mistake. This flimsy attempt to bait Freelice blog is a funny display of victims and targets those who see mistakes being committed and won't stand for it. I hope you feel very proud of
yourself and continue to demonstrate to the rest of your Failice Fawn fan base just how mature and raised you are because really, in the big show of things... You are definitely more obsessed with her than anyone else. Page 12I meangirlsoftheworld, I used to be a more active blog but because of a combination of work and mental illness I
had no chance to be more active in freelice but still consider myself a freelicer. I can only speak for myself, not the community or any other individual. When I was just on the tumblr for a few days I stumbled across the original freelice blog. I think it is so strange that bloggers have their own TMZ. So out of curiosity, I searched for girls in
their respective cards, one of the most prominent to me was Felice Fawn because all these girls aspired to be her. I read the most heartbreaking text article, which before the freelice refurbished was sadly rich. I left and didn't give the whole thing another thought, the original freelice seemed to have it all on lock. Well, as time went on and
someone I was following their own post, I wanted to look like Felice Fawn so I'm hungry for the post myself. When I returned to the tabs, Freelice was gone. So I created this blog, my intentions were not to expose her to each say. I just want girls to know how photoshoped she is, because surprisingly not all of them seem to be aware.
While I disagree with what all the freelicers do I understand that it comes from a good place. People forget that we're all just bloggers, Felice is just a blogger. Each of us has our own personalities, our senses different experiences and different life experiences. That can help people, or rub them the wrong way. If you have a problem with
how someone is doing something go with them politely civilized, resolve your complaints. But if you're rude and snarky don't be surprised they're rude right back. I have received hate mail, death threats, people telling me to kill themselves, that I am worthless etc. But will not change it for anything, because I helped people. I helped them
seek help, I helped them love themselves, I helped them realize that the appearance of Felice is really a front. I saved lives, and I know other liberals too. I wish I could fix violence in the Middle East, I wish I could reverse global warming, and while I do my part I have only one person. But, I can help people on tumblr, so I do. And nothing
anyone says that no one can take away from mePage 13I may not be a Freelice blog, but from time to time, I check out the Freelice saga. I commend the freelicers for promoting awareness of the ongoing problem that is Felice Fawn. For anyone new to this, Felice Fawn appears to be a young woman with an angel's face and a goddess's
body. I'm a graphic designer. I know exactly how she contorted, stretched, narrowed, and liquified her photographs to give this impression. Editing your photos is not a crime, sometimes I loosely edit my images, but she is using her images to appeal to the audience to give her reputation, property, and, at worst, an un realistic expectation
of beauty. These un realistic expectations have caused many people I know to suffer. This includes myself. You may not see me around tumblr lately, because I'm dealing with my own issues that are related to this. It's not good. The media, and especially those like Felice Fawn put this fantasy bar so high, and not even celebrities or Felice
could achieve it. The more I read about Felice, the more horrified I was. Nothing she says is good, nothing she does is just that. Honestly, I'm just tired of having her around. I think she needs to go find that cabin in the woods and fill it with mirrors so she can look at her 24/7 and stay hell out of the Internet and leave us all alone. The
content that she produces is honestly funny and pathetic, and if she really wants to recover (which she doesn't), she will disable her blog. The first step to recovery is to realize the Internet.I'm tired of seeing all the posts, talking about how perfect and beautiful her images are, being honestly mushed, warping pixel paintings of what she
used to look like, after several hours of editing. Look in the mirror and look at yourself. Text me, let me tell you. Please smile. Please eat. We don't need this kind of beauty and we don't need Felice as a role model. Felice, if you're reading this right now and decided to stop me, I really can't talk nonsense. Your blog is tasteless and I have
no business being there, and I obviously don't follow you. For anyone want to tell me that I'm a jealous hater, go right ahead, but I'll tell you ahead of time that it will only make me laugh because it just means you're A) under maturity and B) are blindly defending someone with absolutely no research involved and there's a lot of evidence to
support my claims. Page 14It's really incredibly easy to edit videos to change your body, using programs like Adobe After Effects. Couple this with contouring face, angle and light and you can completely change the way you look. Recently there was a gif showing felice of using adobe after effects to make her arms thinner actually, and I
think someone posted a video showing you how easy it is to change your face shape, I don't know if anyone can reblog and link maybe? Also don't forget, Felice has plenty of spare hours to perfect her skills in making people think she's someone else. EDIT: Here's the gif, looking at the fully visible arm on the right near the skirting board -
see it wibble in and out? That's when you change something on adobe after the effect and move on too much and it becomes disorted wobbly. It's easy to see if you know what to look for. Edit 2: I did a zoom, I forgot I could do it now, yes (ignore a fuzzy dunno what it's all about) Page 15Now stops moaning nonstop. Regardless of how
you may feel, others don't share the same opinion there and if we don't, we are fat, jealous, malicious, bullying that stalks, harasses, bullies, torments the poor fragile souls that are Felice-philosophical-Fawn.Keep making your blog about how haunting we are when you title your blog, imsofreelice, stopthehate, Maybe if you chicken shits
will really read through the freelicers blog and stop being so fucking arrogant and drinking Fawn-koolaid, then maybe you want to understand (to a point) why freelicers exist and why there is a real motive behind it. At the end of the day: Fawn has tricked people who have still never received a refund (for more than a year now), she is a
harmful in her words (who is cowardly for not killing herself), she is so blatantly ignorant to all subjects (philosophical, history, global issues, health/wellness, animal issues, everything), and she is so deceived with her photoshopping that it is not just a normal amount of shopping that is so extreme to where she is literally unthenceptable.
Freelicers won't stop. I would suggest you all quit your moans when there is a blog dedicated to THANKING freelicers to help them open their eyes and see the truth from fantasy. End. Page 1600-slot: I understand all of this. i went through the fawn cards enough to understand what she does.i guess ive always admired her looks, photo-
shopped not.im a civilian. The. don't like to fight. im just standing up for her as a person, and that ive never believed cyber bullying was ok.if someone was making a blog just to gossip and bully me, it'd drive me straight to suicide.exchanging from terrible wont help anything. all its unnecessary. exchange from terrible wont help anything. all
its unnecessary. Trying to prevent the hard-earned stealing of people's money and trying to prevent damage to countless impressive young girls' minds and bodies is just exchanging horrible words? I guess you're right in a way, because it's fucking awful that Felice bags of scum are going around stealing people's money, ideas and hard
work, taking credit and paying to do all the fuck, including straight up taking money and not sending products to buyers. It's certainly fucking awful that she says shitty harms a lot of people, glamourising alcoholism and anoredgy and drug abuse, just to make her look cool and feel good for 5 seconds. And it's awful that even so, you still
admire her just because of what her fake ass looks like. Now that's horrible. (over 00 bones) Page 17:the-truth-about-felice-fawn:lulz-and-lies:shutupfelice:you're scaring and triggering one of your most loyal friends, you selfish brat. You don't deserve friends like josie. stop blaming others for your own failures. off your back. GET SOME
HELP.thank god josie has her head on the straight at least. It's pathetic that Felice despises her friends like this. It's bad enough she doesn't give a damn about her followers, but in fact, she doesn't seem to care about stomping all over her friends' feelings or is really foul. This reminds me of the times she gets into Twitter 2016 2015 with
Maja and Lauren always going to be the most tragic victims. No one suffers like Failice.I nor can help but wonder how these people really feel when she posts shit on Twitter like this:RUDE. From what Felice put out online, it seems she is a fair weather friend. As long as they are doing as she wants, they are good friends with her, but,
when they start questioning their actions, they are suddenly not legal. I may be wrong, but that's how it comes across to me. She has the same mentality with her followers. Followers who -excuse pun- fawn all over her are in her good book, but who prefer a post with any amount of criticism blocked and ignored without thinking of a
second. I want to understand if she just blocked people like us, but she would block anyone as much as shown in the notes of a freelice post being kicked out of her life like that, even if are interested in coming from the best place. Long story short, she seems manipulative. That's how she comes across online. It's as if you can only be her
friend if you you to meet their requirements. How that Felice was so hypoccedical and thick that she thought she shouldn't be responsible for activating people because apparent triggers didn't exist and when she got sick and fucked up it was because the system and dad had failed me. What the hell is that? You will never learn to take
responsibility for yourself and stop shaming others to have genuine problems. We all know the reason you won't set trigger alerts is because you ENJOY activating people. (via milafawnkawaiielfgoddessangelic) Page 18If you type the artist in the Wikipedia search bar, it redirects to this page, called Confidence Trick. A confidence trick (the
word meaning includes confidence and deceptive programs) is an attempt to defraud a person or group after first gaining their confidence, in the classic sense of trust (Latin: con-fidere). A confident artist (or child artist) is an individual, operating alone or in concert with others who exploit the characteristics of the human psychology such
as honesty, honesty, vanity, compassion, credulity, irresponsible, naïve, or greedy. The termThe culprit of a confidence trick (or child-trick) is often referred to as a confidence (or child) man, woman or artist, or a grifter. The first use of the term confident man in English was in 1849 by the New York City press, during the trial of William
Thompson. Thompson chatted with strangers until he asked if they had the confidence to lend him their watch, after which he would walk out with the clock. He was arrested when a victim recognized him on the street. [1] A confidence trick is also known as a scam game, a child, a scam, a grift, a hustle, a bunko (or bunco), a scam, a
flimflam, a gaffle or a bamboozle. The intended victims are called markers or suckers, and when accomplices are recruited, they are called shills. In David Mamet's film House of Games, the main scam artist gives a slightly different description of the confident game. He explains that, in a typical scam, the rogue man gives his own mark of
confidence, encouraging brands to turn to trust him. The child artist therefore poses as a trustworthy person looking for a trustworthy person. A short one is a quick scam that only takes a few minutes. It aims to rob the victim of everything in his wallet. [2] A long or large one is a scam that unfolds in days or weeks and involves a group of
scammers, as well as props, sets, extras, costumes, and script lines. It aims to rob victims of thousands of dollars, often by getting him or her to empty bank accounts and borrowing from family members. [3] The conIn Confessions of a Confidence Man, Edward H. Smith lists six certain steps or stages of growth in every balanced and well-
formed confidence different from absolute accuracy. In some games one or more of these behaviors, to use a theatrical comparison, may be dropped, but where that happens the game is not a model. The reference to the stage is apt, for the good child game has its introduction, development, climax, dénouement and intimacy, like any
good play. And this is not the only analogy with the film, since the scenes are often carefully set; background is always an important factor. In the colorful and mirthful language of bunko men, all parts of the game have their special names. I provide them with their definitions:Foundation WorkThe preparation is made before the scheme is
put into motion, including the planning, employment of assistants and so on. E.g. Failice set up a Facebook page, Tumblr, Twitter and company logo for Evil Trinity and Ghostly Chic. Or post pictures of supplies in production with the caption Hint.... ApproachThe way of contacting victims is often elaborately prepared and carefully
prepared. Since her blog is the platform she uses for her scams, she can reach thousands of people by posting about a product. Rest assured that she spends a lot of time carefully plotting out when the right time will be introducing a new line or effort to her audience, usually immediately after some health crisis she will post about. Build-
upRousing and maintaining the victim's interest, introducing the scheme to him, rousing his greed, giving him the opportunity to profit and filling him so full of anticipation and cupidity that his judgment is warped and his caution thrown away. Pay-offs or convincerAn practically or explicitly paid by conspirators to convince victims and solve
suspicions with a cash rally. In the old banco game, the initial small bets that victims are allowed to win are rewards. In fake dividend scam stocks are sent to shareholders to encourage larger investments rather than paying off. Lauren convinced her followers that her (company) was legitimate by posting photos of herself in products for
sale:The HurrahThis is like dénouement in a play and no child show is completed without it. It is a sudden crisis or sudden development that sucker is pushed through last doubt or obstacle and forced to act. Once the hurrah is out the victim is clay in the hands of the planner or no game. The In-and-InThis is the point in a child game where
the conspirator puts some of his money into agreement with the victim; first, to remove the last suspicion that would tarry in the gull's mind, and, second, to put the child man in control of the situation after the deal is completed, so a squeal. Often the whole game is built around this feature and just as often it doesn't figure at all. This is
when Lauren can really out one or two customers of their items OR send out a few tracking figures to assuage any doubt, add the idea that her store is legal, and that other customers have ordered from her just wait a liiiiiittle longer... usually until 45 days have passed since the transaction occurred, thus making it impossible for the client
to open a Paypal dispute for not receiving their items. Then she pocketed their money and their items never came. You're done now. Don't fall victim to a scam artist. Don't give your money to a scammer. DO NOT BUY FROM ANY OF FAILICE FAWN'S STORES. Page 19the-truth-about-felice-fawn:oo-do-rii:felolenenok:I love that this is all
over reddit now. People are disgusted by her doing this, and rightly so. I knew that I was always a bit leery about her anonymous messages, but the later I sincerely suspected that the %90 of anons she received were real. Can you link me to the reddit theme? :)Herh. (How appropriate that first half of the topic involves feces.) The best
part of the topic:Some winning quotes from the topic: What's new here really We have seen many times that these types of people do not below send themselves hateful messages. Anything that appears as a victim and receives the attention and support of all fellow tumblrites... What the hell is a famous tumblr user? I look at her tumblr
and all I see is just a girl who likes to show off that she drinks and smokes.... Oh it's THAT dumb bitch. I've read the article on ED for a long time but forgot about that.... She's not really famous for any reason related to Tumblr. She's the one who became an internet personality by taking millions of photos of themselves, photoshopping shit
out of them, and then attention whoring them all over the place. Can someone explain to me why people would do this? It's trustworthy for me. The fact people feel the need to do this speaks volumes about their self-esteem issues. (via the-truth-about-felice-fawn-blog) Page 20!! WARN SCAMMERS!!! To anyone who doesn't know Felice
Fawn's fame, and repeated scams, please DON'T buy from her, or any of her stores (some even craftily done with no suggestion for her as there's any part in the run in there, obviously this helps when it comes to ducking and running from the whole situation! , and well-placed-same incident of his scam year, please visit the very eloquent
and quite un-bias felicefawn.blogspot.com- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - NightVenus seems to be the new ghostlychic deumos evil trinity blackfawnboutique (click to see for yourself, it Why? You would think she'd be willing to apologize in the very least for any lost orders etc//etc from BlackFawnBoutique but no, she'd like to
want the customers lost their chains set up as blocked and just started up a store (once a-fucking-gain).2014 seems to be a close year for Felly (or so I hope)Lets see if this is Felice trying to turn things around, and really: send everyone their orders, within a reasonable time frame, and keep a reputable business on their feet. Perhaps,
while she is there, she can stop deleting the comments of those who are requesting after the order is delayed, and proceed to block them. Page 21Okay thus decided that in essence a freelice blog only involves posting caricatures and discussing Felice's teeth you, again, lump us all together. You are also confused in thinking who is
supposed to be a good cause, has anyone ever stateed that? Did photoshops and caricatures have tags #I AM A FREELICER AND therefore THIS IS THE ESSENCE OF FREELICE. Because, you know, that's what you're alluding to. And that's moronic. The 1 millionth time... WE ARE ALL INDIVIDUALS. WE CAN'T JUDGE EVERYONE
BY THE ACTIONS OF A FEW. THEY ARE FREE TO DO WHAT THEY WANT. THEY CAN MAKE SENSE. THEY MAY BE NICE.IT HAVE NO BEARING ON ANYONE BUT THAT INDIVIDUAL. I don't know why you can't manage that. I mean how would you really manage to survive? You will have to be extremely stupid and judgment
and prejudiced, frankly. I can imagine you will spend a lot of your time feeling very ~ ~ ~ * bewildered and confused ~ ~ ~ * Poor you. I'm not going to feed you anymore. You can go sit there with your little chum Troll-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named.Page 22Ps. I hope she really has recovered, even if she doesn't want to show it, even though
she does terrible things, perhaps better health can help her take a turn for the better———-T I agree, I think she may have recovered but pretending to be super thin still to keep her fame. I guess she can still get sick in a way because she's addicted to looking thin to the internet even if she's not in real life. I also hope for her to be happy
and healthy, and to prevent harming others so that they have a better chance of health and well-being too. Page 23As most of us know, Felice Fawn has tricked people out of money with every one of the many stores she opens. She opens them up, starts sending out items to build trust and then stops sending anything out and just
completely steals people's money. She did this first with Deumos, then Evil Trinity, then Ghostly Chic, then Black Fawn Boutique, with her ebay and etsy AND bigcartel account and now... With Venus Night.This is next in a long line of scams she has done. And sadly people are still falling for it, because Let's try to spread the word more.
Here are some ideas on how it can be done simply on tumblr, for everyone: When you make a post about Felice's scam, make sure you tag it A LOT. It takes time but it's worth it. I used to fawn, felicefawn, felice, fawn, nightvenus, night venus, scams, scammers, online scams, etcSometimes when I want to reblog some really important
information about these scams, and do not add anything, I hit reblog, make sure it is as a text post (not a link as tumblr likes to do), choose them all, copy, and then open a NEW text post and paste. Then do the cards. This way it makes a new entry to those card pages (reblogs don't get re-entered into the card) and the original poster is
still credited as their username will appear at the top Even if you're reblogging more cards of venus night and scametc then it becomes a final related card, so when people search venus night on tumblr it will say scam right underneath it. Make you own the article in the card about any experience you or anyone you know had to let
tumblrsphere know that felice Fawn store is a scam! The more this is done, the more people will know about it and not buy from her. Also the more this is linked and posted and viewed, the sooner it will go up on google next to its stores when people search for them. Please do the reblog + paste copy into a new text post with ANY of my
posts. I'm not interested in personal credit for anything, I'm interested in whether it's known that Felice Fawn is a shameless child artist. Page 24If you're fooled by Felice Fawn (I, that's why I'm on the card, or you know of someone who was duped by Felice Fawn you can get her closed. Cards have done a great job of covering the Felice
Fawn store scam (Night Venus, Ghostly Chic, Black Fawn Boutique, her eBay, Evil Trinity and Deumos) since day one, as long as I've been here – so I wouldn't bother going deep, there's a lot of evidence already in the card. We were told countless times by Felice's friends that there was no team or business behind any of the online
stores – that's all Felice and Rich do it from their own homes, order things on ebay, take pictures of them (or sometimes they don't bother with this and just use stock photos), send things to their friends/people in the UK and then never actually send out the items. So what can you do to help? Well, she's being investigated by Suffolk
Trading Standards (obviously) * but * if you've been scammed or you know anyone else who has been scammed then please also contact them and send them all the evidence you've shared with Freelice and Tumblr! felicefawn.blogspot.ca is beautifully insured but anyone out there can easily contact Suffolk Trade Standards at 08454 04
05 06. Here's their website (maybe you can find more contacts): clickAlso, go ACT OF FRAUD and his report! This is the English-language site for reporting internet scams and crime. Do this! It's very important and the more resources the police have, the more resources, Chances are we have to shut her down! Report! Report! Even if you
are not hit directly, spread the word and tell people to report the second they have figured out things with paypal. Tell dozens of people who have been tricked with Ghostly Chic to REPORT that shit. Just, report them all. She has no right not to send goods. Contact detailsTelephone: 01473 264859, 9.00-5.00. Reception standard
transactionsTelephone: 0300 1232040, 9.00-5.00. Fraud ActionEmail: tradingstandards@suffolk.gov.uk receivestelephone: 08454040506, 9.00-5.00. Citizens Advice for Consumers service &lt; Standard Trading twitter - they are active during the day and a great resource if you have any questions about online scamsI have contacted
Suffolk Trading Standards, everyone else should too! The more, the better. Page 25As SFRCC explains, Because many people identify rape when penetrating with a penis, rape from woman to woman is not admitted or taken seriously. But in fact, it is estimated that one in three gay people has been sexually assaulted by another woman.
My first sexual experience with another woman was rape. Like many women, I didn't know that women could rape other women. It wasn't until I recounted the incident to a friend and she said, So you were raped? that I really realized this is what it was. A close high school friend, Toni, slept through the night before we were scheduled to go
to an event together. She's a first grader, I'm a first-year student. After we went to bed, I was awakened in the dark by her kissing and touching me. She took off my night jacket button and pulled down her pants. She performed oral sex on me and tried to penetrate me. In the morning, she acted as if it had never happened. Part of me
thinks it must have been a dream. But every time she stayed at my house, the same scenario took place: She waited until I slept and then started having sex with me. It was years before I could admit this was rape. Sonya Nelson* had a similar, brutal experience with her college classmates. I was just starting to think I was bisexual,
Nelson, 34, explained. I was only 18 years old, I came from a very small town and am now at this big university in this big East Coast city. Everything is very new and interesting. Nelson said she and her room friend, Tanya, * had really good chemistry. We actually clicked. I like her very much, but I don't remember feeling anything sexual
towards her. We talked about how I started exploring my feminine side and we talked about sex. A few nights after this conversation, I wake up with her on top of me. Not fully awake and unsure exactly what happened, Nelson described her response as slow and stupid. I should have shouted, I should have pushed her away from me, as if
I would have if she were a guy. She really hurt me physically-she just on me and I wasn't ready. I didn't have much penetration and it tore me up and made me bleed, the way she did it. The next day I called my best friend and told her about it. I said it felt like being raped and she told me it was impossible, this was another girl. And
besides, she said, didn't I just say I'm bisexual? Making victims feel disempowered is a key factor in all sexual assaults, asserts Janelle White, executive director of San Francisco Women Against Rape. SFWAR, which provides resources, support, advocacy and education to enhance the work of all individuals, and communities in San
Francisco are responding, healing words, and struggling to end sexual violence as a woman and queers of colored running bodies have been, among other issues, addressing one of the hidden female/female rapes for years. White explained that women who have been sexually assaulted by other women face more obstacles in dealing
with their rapes than women who have been raped by men. Women are told contradictions from 'this doesn't really rape' to how you can accuse a gay/bisexual woman of rape. White and SFWAR take the approach that when a person is raped your power has been taken away from you. We want to give people a lot of different options.
There are no 'shoulds' to respond to being raped. Every woman needs to know that. First of all people need to choose their own healing path. SFWAR strives to present specific and concrete plans to help rape victims find that the path of healing- including victims of rape by women. White explains that they can include filing police reports,
seeking medical attention, seeking community-based responses to get the healing you need and healing from a community. Karina Spellman* was raped by her partner, Maria* after Spellman cut off their three-year relationship. The high-athletic spellman says she has yet to recover from the experience, even though it was more than a
year ago, and it has left me with a lot of trust issues. Spellman and Maria met at a club a month after their split. I should have known how to stay away from her, Spellman admitted. She was drunk and getting great-purposefully, you know, so I could hear her. She wanted me to know that she didn't care about me anymore and she took
kind of trash me to her friends. Spellman decides to leave and walk home. She soon realizes Maria is watching her. She told me she just wanted to talk. She apologized for her attitude at the club. So we went to this park together. We have not really talked since We broke up. We're both still intact from it. At the park, Maria leads Spellman
to a secluded area. When she tried to kiss her, Spellman said no. Maria pushes her, pushes her to the ground. She just held my hand, didn't she? Not? in the park. It's like it's nothing. Spellman wept as she recounted the story. This is something that we did together when we were loving and intimate people and it meant something. She
not only hurt me– she also just trashed everything we had together. I have hardly had sex with anyone since this happened. I really can't imagine how I'm going to get through it. Both Spellman, who is white nor African-American, filed police reports following their attacks. Spellman went to a clinic in her city and Nelson saw the assistant
student health doctor at her university. Nelson said his experience just heightened the humiliation for my-PA actions as I just liked a lot of rough sex, 'cause you know black chicks like it so and kind of did this winking at me that just made me want to scream. It felt racist and sexist and if I wasn't so freaked out, I would have explained that I
had been raped, but I just couldn't. Spellman had a completely different experience, but she said it didn't help. The women doctors who examined me knew I had been raped and she was really kind of about it and talked very obliquely about when our partners hurt us and so forth. She seemed to know that no stranger had done this to me.
But that just makes me feel like some sort of scary statistic in reporting bad girls. She thought it was a guy, but thought my female lover raped me was pretty hard to take. And still is. For Nelson, the rape made it harder for her to come out. I felt like I hated all gay people for a while, she admitted. Women who are sexually assaulted by
other women have a wide range of emotional and psychological reactions to the attack. Some women, like Spellman, may suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder. They may feel scared, have trouble sleeping and experience nightmares or anxiety. Most rape victims have remaining sexual problems. White explained that women who
were sexually assaulted by women were less likely to seek help than women who were raped by men and had other concerns related to dealing with the police and the court system as well as their LGBT community. According to the SFRCC, the main barriers to facing same-sex sexual assault are disbelief and denial, with a hefty dose of
homophobia-outside and internalized-thrown into the mix. SFRCC noted that many people do not want to believe or do not know that same-sex rape occurs. If it is admitted, often it is said to be 'not as bad' as male-female rape. Like Whoopi Goldberg's claim that roman of the rape of a 13-year-old is not rape. The SFRCC recognizes the
contradictions women have in tackling same-sex sexual assault, saying that even gay and bisexual women don't want to believe they can hurt each other. But rape and sexual assault occur in in the day, in relationships, between acquaintances, colleagues and strangers. Lee Carpenter, Legal Director at Equality Advocates Pennsylvania,
adds that We want our own protection from outsiders, asserts Carpenter. We don't want our dirty laundry to be broadcast in the straight arena. We don't want to give them reason to point the finger at us. So we pretend it's okay, even if it isn't. Spellman said you didn't go to the police about the rape because, I just don't want to be that girl. I
don't want to be the woman who arrests her gay lover. What happened to me was bad enough. I just can't see putting myself through any more injuries. I wasn't about to let me be raped in a park after being pushed to the ground and really roughed up to become a say-she said lesbian dramarama. I was raped. But I could see how that
would be completely diminished by everyone, just as it was by Maria who actually kept telling me, 'Now how do you love this baby.' Oh-how can she do this to me? I used to love her. How can I trust another woman again? Page 26internet-royalty:Homoerotic Habitats What? Maybe it's 3 hours of sleep I've lived off but what does this even
mean?  Like she says that four dudes combing their hair in the same room is homoerotic?  Is she saying their habitat is homoerotic because these guys are working out and shit?  Is this supposed to be like an insult or something because they're geordies and all buffs and masculine stereotypes in so many ways? Because of the girl. 
Stop.  I know you really, really want people to know how alternative and goth and anti-geordie you are but it's sad and pathetic. You're 24, not 14.  Continue dressing up as a 14-year-old mall goth and throw devil horns while you blast Papa Roach and Linkinpark, which are awesome, resent the glory years (we all make our own way), but
leave embarrassingly edgy comments where they belong: preserve for all the time on your old Xanga page. I know. I know. I saw this too and wanted the screen to shoot it, but I just couldn't with her tweets anymore. As if she even thought she could preach about equality EVER. She is clearly a homophobe and only says equal things that
are fashionable. She occasionally lets it slip though... Though...
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